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 Farmer Boy 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 13-14 

 

A. boosted 

B. idle 

C. inquiry 

D. mangers 

E. prowling 

F. savage 

G. shear 

H. slope 

I. stealthy 

J. sternly 

 

1. Then there were the _____ and stalls to clean and all the stock to 

feed. 

2. "Something or somebody's _____ round this house!" Mother breathed. 

3. He was washing them when they all heard a _____ sound on the back 

porch. 

4. Then Mother's blood ran cold; she heard a low, _____ growl. 

5. Father said, "I made _____, and he was at the hotel in Malone last 

night." 

6. It was time to _____ sheep. 

7. As soon as a sheep was clean, the men made it swim to the end of the 

dividing fence, and they _____ it up the bank into the outer side of 

the pen. 
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8. Clean and fluffy-white, they scattered up the _____, nibbling the 

grass, and the pasture looked like a snowball bush in bloom. 

9. He didn't mean to _____, but when he saw the tabby barn-cat 

hurrying past with a mouse, he knew she was taking it to her new 

kittens. 

10. When Almanzo came back to the sheepfold, six fleeces were waiting, 

and Father spoke to her _____. 
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 Farmer Boy 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 13-14 

----------Key (10 points)---------- 
 

1. D mangers ................................................................................. pg. 147 

2. E prowling ........................................................................... pg 147-148 

3. I stealthy .................................................................................. pg 149 

4. F savage ....................................................................................... pg 151 

5. C inquiry ..................................................................................... pg 152 

6. G shear........................................................................................ pg 154 

7. A boosted ........................................................................... pg 155-156 

8. H slope ........................................................................................ pg 156 

9. B idle .......................................................................................... pg. 158 

10. I sternly ..................................................................................... pg 159 
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